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Rohlik.cz - Upgrade to Google Workspace
Business Plus
AppSatori, a Czech-based Google Cloud Partner, joined their powers
with Rohlik.cz to upgrade their infrastructure to Google Workspace.
AppSatori's main role in this project was making sure the upgrade is
as smooth and as quick as possible.

The challenge
Rohlik.cz is a Czech-based company that operates in the food
industry. Their business is growing day by day not only in the Czech
Republic, but also in Hungary, Germany and in Austria. The
infrastructure they originally had was no longer sufficient, so AppSatori
suggested upgrade to Google Workspace Business Plus. Rohlik.cz
needed better security for their data and also bigger Cloud storage.

The solution
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Due to the large number of licences that Rohlik.cz has, Business Plus
with it's pros seemed like the perfect solution. Increased storage
capacity, shared drives with files that belong to a team not only to
individuals and simple manageability - those are the main benefits of
upgrading to Business Plus. Unlimited storage and world class
security were the most important features for Rohlik.

The results
The satisfaction of our customers with the products we offer them is
crucial for both AppSatori and Google. The number of licences for
Rohlik is growing monthly while they are saving money on
infrastructure costs due to Business Plus. Teams can now collaborate
on projects with nothing holding them back. With unlimited storage and
tools for remote work, business growth is now easier than ever.

About AppSatori s.r.o.
We help companies grow their businesses in the
Cloud. We are cloud oriented and base our
business on disruptive technologies.

"Upgrade to Google Workspace Business Plus allowed
us easier manageability of Google Workspace users in
our domain especially when it comes to data security.
Easy maintenance of our infrastructure helped us with
the quick expansion into different countries and
markets," says Ondrej Klamt, the CTO in Rohlik.cz.
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